Residential Studying & Tutoring Program 2014-2015

5 first-year residence halls

10 courses tutored

17 tutors

PROGRAM USE

Visits

- 554 — Fall
- 276 — Spring
- 830 — TOTAL

Students

- 191 — Fall
- 92 — Spring
- 242 — TOTAL*

*without duplicates

Residence Halls with the most visits:

- M&M
- Dravo

What the tutors were saying about the program:

- Some students just sit and do their work; others come with questions
- Students struggle in the beginning and usually grow in confidence throughout the semester
- Everyone just started to show up and work on their math homework
- We sit on the couches and it’s less formal and everyone seems to like that
- I think my students learned how to think and how to learn